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Learn how Peer to Peer collaboration 
forums can help to empower and equip 

Financial Advisors for Success

Practice Management Peer Group Forums



Why Peer Collaboration Forums Work
 Financial Advisors tend to learn most effectively through interaction with 

others—especially face-to-face. They’re highly skilled at fostering 
conversations, asking intriguing questions, and observing the mannerisms, 

movements, and responses of those they interact with.

Practice Management Forums provide successful Advisors with a stimulative 
learning environment that enables all of these learning “triggers” to work 

together.

Imagine a small group of just 16 Advisors having the opportunity to actively
discuss each of their unique practices, to learn innovative practice

management solutions from their successful peers, to present and solve
common business challenges as a group, and to leave with a portfolio of new
ideas, practice innovations, and professional relationships that will, for many,

become a catalyst for their accelerating career paths.

That’s what happens when like-minded professionals get together.



Who We Are
Impact Learning specializes in providing highly interactive Peer to Peer collaboration

forums for the most successful Advisors in the Financial Services Industry.
Our unique “Practice Management Forums” are limited in size and allow attendees the

opportunity to personally interact with their industry peers to share best practices,
solve common challenges, and establish lasting professional relationships. Each of

our group facilitators has extensive industry experience working directly with the most
successful Financial Advisors, Advisor Teams, and their colleagues in all

client servicing roles.



What’s a Typical
Forum Like?

Practice Management Forums are fast-paced, 
structured over a half-day, and are specifically 
formatted to engage the group in interactive 
discussions around the challenges and best practices 
found within the 4 key components of a successful 
financial services practice.

Those 4 components are:

        •   Asset & Liability Management
        •   Client Service & Retention
        •   Marketing & Client Acquisition
        •   Team Development & Technology

The overall agenda provides attendees with plentiful opportunities to gain insights into the specific
workings of each other’s practice. The collaborative peer discussions surface and then highlight
unique business attributes, innovative processes, turn-key tactics, and effective team management
strategies used by each attendee.

“I really did not know what to expect going in, but once we started, I was very impressed with the content and the 
format. You made it very interesting and thought-provoking. The format was outstanding, and the ideas shared 
with the other FA’s in attendance were terri�c. Thanks again for all of your help.”

G.C., Los Angeles, CA.
LOS 30+, Team-based practice, multi-million-dollar FA



Who’s An Ideal Candidate?
It’s been our experience that the Advisors who benefit the most from this interactive 
format have the following characteristics:

        •   Experienced Professionals  
        •   Planning based, consultative practice
        •   Entrepreneurial mindset
        •   Actively marketing and expanding
        •   Great interpersonal skill sets
        •   Positive attitude

Characteristics such as overall practice revenues, assets, and typical client size & type will
vary according to the Sponsor’s desired group composition.

Participants will be with comparable peers who are motivated to learn and grow.
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Key Deliverables
As you may imagine, a great number of new ideas, processes, and practice management

innovations & solutions are surfaced within each of these forums. Following the forum, Impact
Learning provides each Advisor attendee with a comprehensive 

written summary of all discussions held throughout
. 

Momentum continues afterward with customized individual and group follow-up calls. Calls are 
scheduled according to the specific needs of each participant and are hosted by the forum facilitators. 

These follow-up interactions review in detail any or all of the solutions presented during the forum along 
with the specific steps necessary for implementation.

We Look Forward to Sharing  More Details 
Find out more about Practice Management Forums at www.impactlearningandconsulting.com
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